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hans J. Wegner (1914-2007) was one of the most significant 
furniture designers of the 20th century and a giant of danish 
Modern.  although he designed a wide range of exceptional 
furniture throughout his 70-year career, Wegner is especially 
revered for his iconic chairs.  

unsurpassed in his understanding of wood craftmanship
and uncompromising in his perception of quality, Wegner’s
designs are renowned for their generous comfort, practical 
functionality, and organic sculptural beauty.

Carl hansen & son works closely with hans J. Wegner’s 
studio to reintroduce carefully-selected pieces from his 
treasure chest of timeless designs. through our unique 
partnership with Carl hansen & son, the contract furniture 
industry can now enjoy handcrafted, high quality hans 
Wegner designs imported directly from denmark.  
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Carl hansen opened his workshop on 
october 28, 1908 in odense, denmark.  
the master cabinetmaker soon became 
known for the quality of his furniture, 
and his business prospered.  Carl 
hansen’s son, holger, also trained 
as a master cabinetmaker before 
joining the family business.  he 
would eventually lead it into a new 
era of production techniques and 
modern design.

it was holger hansen who took 
a chance on the groundbreaking 
designs of the young hans J. Wegner.  
a collaboration that led to the
legendary Wishbone Chair and 
numerous other designs that continue to 
enthrall furniture fans around the world.

today, Carl hansen & son are 
dedicated exclusively to Wegner’s 
designs.  the company continues to 
combine handcrafted care with the 
latest production technology to create 
furniture of lasting value.

100 years 
of Craft

“A chair is to have no backside. It should be 
beautiful from all sides and angles.”
 
 _hans J. Wegner
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Ch07 
shell Chair

a three-legged charmer, the shell Chair is phenomenally 
strong with its laminated suspension system. it flexes gently 
as you sit, and is so comfortable you will enjoy sitting for 
long periods at home or in the office.  

Denmark_Hans J. Wegner_1963
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the perennially bestselling Wishbone Chair is light, 
strong, simple, and supportive with its lyrical 
wishbone-shaped back. the woven paper cord seat is 
comfortable and ultra-durable. a chair that creates 
its own atmosphere.

Ch24 
WishBone Chair

Denmark_Hans J. Wegner_1950
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Ch445
Wing Chair

the versatile Wing Chair is notable for its handcrafted 
finishing, distinctive angularity, shoulder groove, and 
upholstered armrests.  the internal framing of the chair is 
an invisible work of art.  

Complementing the Wing Chair is the matching ottoman 
that enjoys the same quality, functionality and beauty of 
Wegner’s designs.  serene. supportive. sculptural.

Denmark_Hans J. Wegner_1960
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Ch25 
paddle Chair

a handmade classic of comfort and craft. gracefully 
sculpted. a one-piece base construction for strength. the 
paddle Chair is remarkably durable with skillfully woven 
paper cord. an investment that will gain value over time.

a casually classic easy chair that works equally well in the 
office, lobby, living room, sunroom and kitchen.

Denmark_Hans J. Wegner_1950
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the 100 series sofa, chair and table are unmatched 
luxury centerpieces. a room maker. finely-stitched 
leather on all sides including the bottom. no visible 
joints in the 100% stainless steel frames. solid beech 
wood frame. Meticulously finished. extremely 
comfortable.  Collector’s pieces of lasting value.

Ch100 series
sofa, Chair & taBle

Denmark_Hans J. Wegner_1970
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Ch44
ladderBaCk Chair

immensely strong and well-built, the ladderback Chair 
offers exceptional back support and an accommodating seat 
of woven paper cord. optional button-fastened leather 
cushions for the back and seat make it a lush easy chair. 
traditional, graceful, rock solid. Built to last for generations.

Denmark_Hans J. Wegner_1965
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Ch401 
airport Chair

a functional beauty.  it is comfortable, supportive and 
easy to get out of. the airport Chair was designed by 
hans Wegner in the late fifties for the Copenhagen airport. 
Many of the originals are still in use. preferred by 
museums and galleries for its unobtrusive styling and 
tremendous durability.

Denmark_Hans J. Wegner_1958
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Ch20 
elBoW Chair

a minimalist masterpiece. the highly-crafted elbow Chair 
is a stackable workhorse with the pedigree of a museum 
piece. its elliptical steam-bent backrest is sculpted from a 
single piece of wood. the seat is made of 14 layers of 
laminated veneer. self-confident. firm-standing. 
durably pleasing.

the lower back support and horizontal seat make the chair 
suitable for almost anything: guest, side or desk seating.

Denmark_Hans J. Wegner_1956
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Ch327
dining taBle

hans Wegner’s most beautiful table design. the formidable 
top is crafted from wide, thick boards of 250-year-old oak. 
only flawless, knotless, color-matched pieces are selected. 
hefty undercarriage elements are crafted with equal care. 
an heirloom table with big muscles and abundant grace.

Denmark_Hans J. Wegner_1962
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Ch008 
sofa taBle

this is hans Wegner at his best. simple elegance in oak, 
walnut, or ash. solid wood is used for all surfaces, including 
the support elements.  a friendly table with a three-legged 
stance. ideal alongside sofas and easy chairs or as the 
centerpiece for a gathering of chairs.  

Denmark_Hans J. Wegner_1954
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Product Specs

Wood
treatMents

Cherry, Walnut

Vegetable based oil 
rubbed into Wood 
With a Cloth

grain and struCture 
Visible; darker than 
soap, Creates luster 
and brings out 
Contrast in grain and 
struCture; darkens 
oVer time to reaCh a 
riCh patina

Wipe Clean With damp 
Cloth; Wood should 
be treated tWo times 
per year, on all 
surfaCes, or as 
needed to remoVe 
sCratChes or 
stubborn stains

anyone Can 
Completly restore a 
table to its original 
beauty using oil 
and “elboW grease” 
Without haVing to 
use a professional. 
oil is more 
stain-resistant 
than soap

requires regular 
maintenanCe for best 
results, ideally tWiCe 
a year

priVate homes and 
publiC areas 

those Who loVe the 
Contrast and feeling 
of natural Wood

ash, oak

Vegetable based oil 
With a speCial White 
pigment rubbed into 
Wood With a Cloth

grain and struCture 
Visible; lightens the 
Wood and does not 
darken oVer time; 
brings out Contrast 
in grain and 
struCture

Wipe Clean With damp 
Cloth; Wood should 
be treated tWo times 
per year, on all 
surfaCes, or as 
needed to remoVe 
sCratChes or 
stubborn stains

not susCeptible to 
the effeCt of light 
and does not yelloW 
oVer time. anyone Can 
Completly restore a 
table to its original 
beauty using oil and 
“elboW grease” With-
out haVing to use a 
professional. oil is 
more stain-resistant 
than soap

requires regular 
maintenanCe for best 
results, ideally tWiCe 
a year

priVate homes and 
publiC areas

ash, oak, Cherry, 
Walnut

2 Component aCid 
Cured laCquer

grain and struCture 
Visible; darker than 
soap; glossy, smooth 
finish; yelloWs oVer 
time

Wipe Clean With damp 
Cloth

easy to Care for 
on a daily basis, as 
long as there is 
no serious damage 
(deep sCratChes, 
burn marks, etC) not 
susCeptible to the 
effeCts of light
susCeptible to 
sCratChes and 
abrasion oVer time 

surfaCe must be 
repaired by 
professional in Case 
of serious damage; 
this entails sanding 
doWn entire table/
Chair and refinishing

priVate homes, publiC 
areas and those 
Who do not Want 
to bother at all 
With furniture 
maintenanCe

those Who loVe the 
Contrast and feeling 
of natural Wood

beeCh

speCial paint

struCture Visible, 
but grain and other 
Contrasts are 
CoVered; uniform 
Colors aCCording 
to Color Card

Wipe Clean With damp 
Cloth

easy to Care for 
on a daily basis, as 
long as there is 
no serious damage 
(deep sCratChes, 
burn marks, etC) not 
susCeptible to the 
effeCts of light and 
does not yelloW 
oVer time

susCeptible to 
sCratChes and 
abrasion oVer time; 
surfaCe must be 
repaired by 
professional in Case 
of serious damage; 
this entails sanding 
doWn entire table/
Chair and refinishing

priVate homes, publiC 
areas and those 
Who do not Want 
to bother at all 
With furniture 
maintenanCe

those Who loVe the 
Contrast and feeling 
of natural Wood

oil white-pigment oil clear lacquer chs color

available for wood 
types

what it is

appearance

maintenance

advantages

disadvantages

recommended for

not recommended 
for
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Product Specs

produCt line
eleMents

ch07 
shell chair

ch24 
wishbone chair

ch445 
wing chair

ch25 
paddle chair

ch100 
series club chair

ch100 
series sofa 

ch44 
ladderback chair 

ch401 
airport chair

ch20 
elbow chair

ch53 
stool

ch008 
sofa table

ch100
occassional table

ch327
dining tables

ash white oil oak white oil walnut oil ash clear 
lacquer

oak clear 
lacquer

walnute clear
lacquer

oak black
lacquer

Wood 
options

cherry oil

a

cherry clear
lacquer

beech
blue paint

beech
orange paint

beech
white paint

CH07, CH008, CH20,
CH24, CH44, CH327

CH07, CH008, CH20,
CH24, CH25, CH44, 
CH53, CH327

CH07, CH008, CH24, 
CH327

CH24 CH07, CH008, CH20,
CH24, CH44, CH327,

CH07, CH008, CH20,
CH24, CH25, CH44, 
CH53, CH327

CH07, CH008,
CH24, CH327

CH24 CH24 CH24 CH24 CH07, CH20, CH24
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